PROFILE CLASS OF 2016

APPLIED TO TUSPM 645
ACCEPTED TO TUSPM 234

ENTERING NEW STUDENTS 99
    Male 58 (58.6%)
    Female 41 (41.4%)

AVERAGE AGE 23.96 RANGE 20 – 40 Students 30+ years (9)

CITIZENSHIP
    U.S. Citizens / Permanent Resident 97 (98%)
    Non U.S. Citizens 2 (2%)

PERMANENT STATE OF RESIDENCE
    PA Residents 17 (17.2%)
    Non PA Residents 82 (82.8%)

AVERAGE GPA’s
    Total GPA 3.29
    Science GPA 3.15
    Non-Science GPA 3.4

MCAT AVERAGE 23.16 Verbal 7.44

DAT ACADEMIC AVERAGE 18.63

MINORITIES & Other / No Answer 47 (47.5%)
    African American Male 4 (4%)
    African American Female 7 (7%)
    Asian Male 8 (8.1%)
    Asian Female 4 (4%)
    Indian/Pakistani Male 13 (13.1%)
    Indian/Pakistani Female 7 (7%)
    No Answer/ Other Male 3 (3%)
    No Answer / Other Female 1 (1%)

White Male 30 30.3% White Female 22 22.2%

Fifteen States Are Represented As Well As 5 Foreign Countries and Canada

Sixty Nine colleges are represented with 17 represented multiple times.